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Teacher Instructions
Teacher directions in booklet are high Iighted by the use of i0 a/Q shading.
Lesso Time Activity Resource Section

n
5 Teacher Introduction to Goals, Booklet 1 .1

Min Mission Statement

20 Pre-Test Completion. Individually, Booklet 1 .1'
Min Work Activity

10 Introduction by teacher on Booklet 1.2
Min expectations, and how to become a

peer mediator .
Class discussion of questions

20 Listening activity Booklet 1 .3
Min Listening Demo By teacher

Students Choose Partner, Practice A/L
5 Min Questions to Process
Experience -List qualities of Listener

30 Homework Assignment Booklet 1.4
Min Read and Answer Questions on

Conflict Resolution Styles

5 Min Review Active Listening as whole Booklet 2.1

2 class.
Discuss Homework Questions

10 2.2 Teacher Presentation on Nature of Booklet 2 .2
Min Conflict.

30 Activity: Role Play on Visiting Booklet 2.3
Min Grandma -In Pairs

15 Teacher Presentation -Conflict Booklet 2.4
Min Resolution Methods I, II, & III.

Discuss with class



30 Assignment on Win/Win Booklet 2.5
Min Students to answer work questions

5 Min Review Lesson 2 Assignment and Booklet 3.1
problem solving methods

10 Teacher Presentation on Listening Booklet 3.2
Min Skills Using Role Play

Round the Classroom Role Play of A/L
Activity '

25 Pairs Practice A/L With Partner Booklet 3.3
Min

30 A/L Assignment: Read and Answer Booklet 3.4
Min Questions

10 Review of A/L with Questions Booklet 4.1
Min 5 MIN A/Listen Practice in Pairs

15 Students Read Assertiveness Booklet 4.2
Min Document

and Understanding Behaviours .
Students Complete Behaviour
Classification Chart and answer
questions
MAY SKIP Booklet 4.3'

Min Teacher Presentation on `I Messages'
followed by student written practice

5 Min Teacher Presentation on basic Booklet 4.4
mediation process : Students Read
Process/Discuss

10-15 ESSENTIAL : Teacher Role Plays Booklet 4.5
Min Mediation Between two Students

Class Activity

15 ESSENTIAL: Students in Groups of 4 Booklet 4.6
Min Try Mediating A Conflict



30 Assignment: Mediation Documents Booklet 4.7
Min Read and Questions Answered

10 Pairs Practice A/L & Process as Class Booklet 5 .1
Min

15 Teacher Presents Mediation Skills Booklet 5.2
Min Briefly 4 major sections .

Activity

30 Student Practice Mediation Skills in Booklet 5.3
Min Groups

30 Assignment on Mediation : When is Booklet 5.4
mediation appropriate? Answer
questions

5 Min Review Assignment Booklet 6.1

15 Teacher Presentation on Designing Booklet 6.2
Min Options

Activity

30 Student Practice of Mediation Skills Booklet 6.3
Min

30 Complete Assignment on Use of Power Booklet 6.4
Min and answer questions

5 Min Review Homework and Previous Booklet 7.1
Lesson

50 Extended Writing Activity with 10 Min Booklet 7.2
Min Feedback and discussion



Conflict resolution skills - the key to future success!

30 Assignment on Understanding Booklet 7.3
Min Emotions : Read and Answer

Questions

10 Review Homework on Understanding Booklet 8.1
Min Emotions

Activity

30 Mediation Practice by Class in Groups Booklet 8.2
Min of 4. Use Observation form. Observer

reports back to small group.
Process as Class and Conclude Unit

30 Complete Post Test and Turn In To Booklet 8.3
Min Teacher



Goals of Mediation
~ . To

	

lower the incidence of conflict
within Safety Bay SHS by empowering
students to solver personal conflicts
and to intervene constructively in
conflict situations .

2 . To promote and reinforce a positive
attitude in students that conflict
resolution skills and their involvement
in mediation is worthwhile . This
coincided with the school's focus on
positive student behaviour through
BMS trials and the diary reward
system.

Mission Statement
1) To raise student awareness of the
nature of conflict . To make students
aware of how conflicts occur and
escalate, and to provide skills to allow
them to intervene to avoid or solve
conflict .

2) To teach skills and techniques to
enable students to solve conflict
situations and to provide appropriate
and effective intervention .

3) To prompt interest through the use
of rewarding activities, to motivate
students to take leadership roles in the
expansion of peer mediation and to
expand conflict resolution skills
during progression from years $ to 12.
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Mediators : You will be given this exercise twice, at the beginning and again at the end ofthis
peer mediation course. Do not be discouraged if you can't answer these questions during the
pretest as you will be given the opportunity to improve on the test again at the end of the unit.

Describe one conflict you commonly see in the playground .

How was this conflict resolved?

Please Tick:
Fight
Told Someone
Other?

1 . Introduction &
Pre-test

1 .1 Pre-test

Swearing
Walked Away



How effective was this solution ? Explain .

Please tick on the scale below:
Ineffective«<____________________________________________________________________»>Effective
Reason why you think the intervention was ineffective or effective :

How do you know the dispute was settled or failed to be settled to the satisfaction of both
students?
Please Tick .
Settled

	

Not Settled

What attitudes often remain if one student is unhappy with the outcome? How might that
student get even at a later date?

How might training in conflict resolution help you avoid getting into a fight?

How might another student, particularly one trained in conflict resolution or mediation help
to resolve the conflict at an early stage?



Circle the skills below which would help a student mediator help to solve a playground
dispute .

For the following situation, answer the questions below .

Pick one behaviour which is unhelpful in solving a dispute . Explain why this technique does
not assist in solving conflicts .

John plays basketball every day after school with a group of mates . He often gets out of his
last class early to get on the court first to hold it for his friends . Peter, an older student
comes along and tells John to get off the court because he and his friends want to play . Peter
says that because he is bigger and in a higher grade, he should have the court . Peter is angry
that John gets out early and grabs the court every night . Peter throws an apple and nearly hits
John on the head . John swears and calls Peter a `faggot .' Tempers begin to get hot . You
know both John and Peter and know this is the first time Peter and 1 John have had a
disagreement.

Explain why you think intervention by you is or is not appropriate .

Give an example of a dispute you would not get involved in.

1 0

" Cool " Can swear well " Can listen to participants
" Good at lecturing " Can summarise students " Can pick up and state

arguments feelings
" Can encourage " Is assertive " Other Skills?

participants to identify
solutions to problems



What agreement would you need from Peter and John before beginning mediation to help
solve this dispute?

List 5 ground rules you would set before beginning mediation .

List three questions that you might ask Peter and John to clarify issues about the causes of

this argument

1

Z

3

Summarise the main issues in this dispute by ticking the appropriate ones below .

John hates Peter and wants revenge
John wants to hog the court every day
Peter is a bully and is hassling John
John and Peter both want to play basketball after school with their friends
Other?

Is the conflict a conflict of needs or values? Please explain your reasons for your decision .



Describe Peter and John's feelings by ticking the appropriate ones

ANGRY

	

ANGRY
DISAPPOINTED

	

DISAPPOINTED
EMBARRASSED EMBARRASSED
HAPPY

	

HAPPY
SAD

	

SAD
Other?

	

Other?

List three ideas

	

~ which may resolve the fight, and state one advantage and one
disadvantage for each .

IDEAS

1
ADVANTAGE DISADVANTAGE

Explain why one of these options may be best for a WIN/WIN solution in which both
students are happy with the outcomes .

What would happen if you chose the solution for Peter and John?

1 2



How would you conclude the mediation between Peter and John?

Please tick the best answer.

1 . The meaning for the word `mediate' is :

a

	

to assist conflict resolution
b

	

to help people agree
c

	

to encourage settlement of differences
d

	

to facilitate solving problems
e

	

all of these

3 . The WIN/WIN approach refers to :

a

	

lotto system
b

	

both disputants feeling satisfied over solutions
c

	

result of compromise
d

	

a way of settling problems
e

	

both b and d

4 Problems with the Win/Lose approach to settling disagreements are :

a

	

create resentment
b

	

ruin friendships
c

	

create anger
d

	

problem remains unsettled
e

	

all of the above

2 . Discomfort, incident, misunderstanding, tension and
crisis : These terms can be grouped together because :

a
b
c
d
e

they refer to levels of conflict
they refer to emotions
they lead to fights
they are caused by gossip
none ofthese

1 3



5 . Which description below best represents a mediator `active listening' or summarising this
statement . "Joe , you threw my yoyo into a tree . Unless you pay for it, I'm going to bash you
after school ."

a

	

Joe, you are a creep .
b

	

Joe, you shouldn't throw other people's property .
c

	

I understand. You're angry at Joe because he lost your yoyo and you want
it replaced.

d

	

Joe's going to get bashed by you and he deserves it
e

	

Joe doesn't like you
F

6. Which description below best represents `active listening' to this statement . "Sue, you are
spreading gossip about me and David . Kids are saying I'm pregnant . I don't like it."

a

	

You don't like rumours being spread that you are pregnant .
b

	

I didn't know you are pregnant
c

	

Sue tells lies
d

	

Sue is a gossip
e

	

None of these

7 . To be a good listener, to resolve disputes, you must :

a
b
c
d
e

hear the words and feelings
state back your summary ofwhat is being said
summarise main concerns
look interested with eye contact
all of these

8 . In undertaking mediation between two students, it is important to :

9 .

a
b
c
d
e

state good ground rules
actively listen to both sides
summarise problems
find areas of agreement
all of the above

When sorting out issues in mediation, what should you not do?

a
b
c
d
e

actively listen to both sides
summarise so both understand
judge which side is wrong
identify feelings
identify needs and concerns

1 4



10 . In reaching agreements, what should you not do?

a

	

identify areas of mutual agreement
b

	

suggesting creative solutions
c

	

warning participants of consequences if they don't agree
d

	

examining possible outcomes of options
e

	

focus on win/win negotiations
f

	

none ofthese

Thankyoufor completing this exercise.



Welcome to peer mediation . For two
weeks you will learn conflict resolution and
peer mediation skills . Our goals are these :

To lower the incidence of conflict within
Safety Bay SHS by empowering students to
solve their own disagreements and to
intervene constructively in conflict
situations with the potential to escalate .

To promote and reinforce a positive
attitude in students that their involvement
in mediation is worthwhile . This coincides
with the school's focus on behaviour
through BMS trials and the diary reward
system .

Then you will be asked if you wish to
volunteer to become peer mediators .
Selected students will form a year 8 team
of peer mediators .

They will be given :

"

	

and lots more . . .

" advanced training in conflict resolution and
peer mediation
" a room which can be used to conduct peer
mediation
"

	

staff support through a staff member being
present in mediation sessions
"

	

a t-shirt identifying peer mediators

Peer mediators may be approached by students who are in conflict with other students or may
be approached by teachers to help sort out disputes between students . To be selected as a
peer mediator you will need to complete this booklet carefully, including homework
assignments and to participate in class .

1 6



What qualities do you think good mediators possess?

What do you thinkpeer mediators could do to help students sort out their conflicts?

What do you gainfrom learning conflict resolution and mediation skills?



Listening

Being a good listener is important for a mediator . In this
course you will practice being an effective listener and
helper when others have a conflict .

I would like a volunteer .for a minute to demonstrate listening skills .

The teacher will now demonstrate these listening skills with a student volunteer . The teacher
will `sum up' what the student is saying using his own words. In this way the student will
know if he has been understood .

The teacher now selects a student volunteer . Sit facing the student at the front of the room .

The teacher tells the student : tell me about a conflict which you have recently watched. I'll
use my listening skills to summarise what you are saying. Tell me ifmy summary is correct . I
Kill notjudge what you are saying or add things myself.

Listen to the student with good eye contact, summarising his/her points for a minute.

	

Pick
up and reflectback how the student felt, ie frightened, or anxious . Now ask students :

Please locate a partner and sitfacing each other .

Take turns sharing a conflict which you have recently seen at school or at home.

	

Tell only
what you are comfortable to share. decide who will talkfirst and who will listen . The teacher
will tell you when to switch (in aboul 'S minutes) .

	

The listener will sum up what the partner
has said using your own words. Ifyour partner misunderstood you, state your point of view
again .

Go ahead. Start now . Ifyoufinish before I tell you to change roles, talk about yourself.

Switch student roles after 5 minutes . Reconvene group after 10 minutes .

5 MIN Process by asking class .

1) What did you learn? About yourself? About your partner?
2) What was hardfor you? What was easy?
3) What are the characteristics ofa good listener?

Blackboard. students record below.



The characteristics of a good listener are :

2

3

4

5

19



When in conflict people react in different ways. Read the section below and answer the
following questions.

Withdrawal

Behaviour. Go quiet, sulk refuse to talk walk away, punish with silence, close down
emotionally, observe and say nothing; hide, stay isolated from friends .
Attitude : Frightened to communicate; lack skills of how to communicate ; deliberately not
want to communicate, aggressive ; gain way by refusing to interact - "you make me" .
People : Relationship suffers, problem not resolved; lack of trust between disputants, other
disputant can be frustrated or enraged, powerless .
Outcome: No-one wins as both not satisfied . Dispute not resolved .

Suppression

ASSIGNMENT
Lesson 1, Activity 4
Reactions To Conflict

Behaviour: Cheerful, stays

	

happy on the outside, gives little indication of their thoughts -
"there is no problem," refuses to talk about the situation - "nothing to talk about."
Attitude :

	

Keep others happy at all costs, important "we" are seen to be happy, never have
conflicts,

	

being "nice" is correct thing to do, truth may hurt, keep thoughts to self.
People :

	

Nice to each other but problems not resolved ; it becomes easier not to tell the truth
Outcome : To outsiders all appears happy, generally no one is really happy or feels a winner .
A lack of true understanding for us ; relationship lacks trust and closeness .

Compromise

Behaviour:

	

Act friendly and communicate ; "nicely" to each other, sort out a solution
without talking about the problem; no consideration of real needs in relationship to the
problem, nonassertive .
Attitude :

	

Our friendship is more important than telling the truth about personal needs;
we want to co-operate ; it is important not to upset anyone, harmony must be achieved at any
cost .
People : We are co-operating and nice to each other, on the surface all is well but both maybe
generally dissatisfied ; not like and trust the other, may feel internal discomfort or not true to
self
Outcome: Harmony is maintained ; disputants may not be really satisfied ; still looking for
something to make things better .



Aggressive

Behaviour:

	

Demand and dominate, shout or talk very loudly, physically hit or fight, use
sarcasm or cynicism, put down subtly with knowledge, act superior, harass or bully .
Attitude : "I want it my way", "I am right", use any way possible for the outcome "I want",
use power bases to get what "I want", can only see own point of view, other point of view
unimportant .'
People : Disputants are hurt emotionally or/and physically, self-esteem is diminished ;
friendships or relationships are destroyed ; disputants are unhappy and often resentful .
Outcome: There is little to ~o trust between disputants; no-one wins ; the problem is not
resolved ; a future crisis in conflict is likely .

Win/Win

Behaviour: Disputants are problem
solvers ; needs of both parties are clearly
established; negotiation based on needs
occurs ; solutions are mutually acceptable,
disputants tell the truth, feelings are
honestly expressed .

Attitude :

	

Disputants are willing to have the best for each other, listening occurs for
all, it is acceptable to be assertive about own needs, people are respected, resolution is
sought.
People : Have a willingness to find the best solution for all parties, respect each other as
equally important, believe in self, have high self-esteem .
Outcome: Disputants effectively use conflict resolution skills . Both negotiate what
they want based on

	

needs;

	

disputants

	

feel

	

happier

	

as

	

they

	

have

	

honestly
communicated and mutually negotiated

	

solutions .



Assignment Questions

1 . Five different approaches to solving conflicts are :

2 . The approach I normally use is :

3 . The advantages and disadvantages of my normal approach are :

4 . What is the Win/Win Approach?

5 . What are the advantages of the Win/Win approach? Why do you think people often fail
to use this approach to solve their problems?



Section 2.1 -Review of Active Listening 5 Minutes, Whole Class

Ask, what makes a poor listener? A good listener? T~~rat is active listening?
Model active listening when listening to students' responses by saying `you think. . .' followed
by wait time .

LESSON 2 : Nature of Conflict

Review Assignment : What are the deferent approaches to solving disputes? Which is th-e
best? Why? Which is most often used? Why? Why is the aggressive method the wrong way
to solve disputes?

Nature of Conflict (Teacher Presents)
Conflicts are inevitable . To
believe that students can get along
together for long periods without
any conflict is an illusion and
unrealistic . Unresolved conflicts
can be very destructive . Most
problems in student relationships
develop because of ineffective
conflict resolution methods . On
the other hand, effective conflict
resolution can strengthen a
relationship and facilitate growth.
Conflicts can either destroy or
strengthen a relationship
depending on how they are
resolved.

There are basically two types of conflicts - conflicts of needs and conflicts of values .
Conflicts ofneeds are those situations where the student doesn't change because s/he is trying
to meet some strong need with behaviour that is interfering with some need of the student .

Ask,group members to identify needs in each of the following examples :

"

	

Friend leaves your bike on the front sidewalk . . . You are afraid it'll be lost or stolen .
"

	

Brother doesn't help you with the dishes . Instead s/he starts reading a book in preparation
for an upcoming history quiz .

A conflict of values occurs when there is no tangible concrete effect of one unacceptable
behaviour on another student . For instance,
"

	

a student shaves off all his hair to your disgust .



"

	

Your friend dresses identically to you.
"

	

Your friend blows his nose on his shirt sleave .

Invite examples and have class decide ifthere is a conflict ofneed or values . Ask which type
ofconflict is the easiest, the hardest to resolve? Why?

Section 2.2 Practice in Conflict Resolution
Grandma ROLE-PLAY ACTIVITY

Announce a role playing exercise in resolving conflicts of needs .
Divide the group into pairs . Have each pair decide who will play the parent, who
the 13 yr odd .
Tell all members :

" You are going to role play a conflict between a parent and a 13 year old.

	

The problem
revolves around how to spend a Sunday afternoon .

" The parent wants the whole family to visit grandma . The 13 year old wants to go to a
movie with a friend,

" This conflict will be role played three times and each time there will be different
instructions .

4 . Ask the "parents" to tune out .

13 yr olds : Cover your ears and hum very quietly so that you will not hear the instructions
being given to your parent.

5 . Say to "parents" :

Parents : your task is to do whatever you need to do to win in this situation & you and your 13
yr old are going to grandma's . You must get your own way. Use threats promises - anything
goes .

Ask "parents" to tap ' 13 year old" on the shoulder so that "children" can now hear
your instructions . Ask the "parents" now to cover their ears and hum.

7 .

	

Say to "13 year olds" :



You are the 13 year old who wants to go to a movie rather than to grandma's . You are going
to get confronted by your parent, Resist for a while but when it looks like you are not going
to win give up .

Tell members to begin the role play ; after about fve minutes, stop and ask the group:

How did it go?

How did it feel?

How do you feel toward each other?

9 . Begin the role play a second time . Tell "13 year olds" to "tune out ."

Parents : You want your 13 year old to go with you but this time you will not force him/her to
go, if the child is very resistant keep trying for a short time but then

	

've i .

Then tell "parents" to tune out .

13 Yr Olds : your task is to do whatever is necessary to get offthe spot and win. You are
going to the Movie - not to grandma's . Have a tantrum . Threaten to leave home- anything
goes . Just be sure to win and get your way .

11 .

	

After about five minutes, stop the Tale play and ask the group :

How do you feel now as a parent? As a child?

How was that different?

What happened to your relationship?

12 .

	

Conduct the final role play . Ask "13 yr olds" to tune out .

Parents : your task now is to work out a solution in which you both can win-- a solution you
feel okay about and so does your 13 year old . Begin the role play by telling the 13 year old
that its important that he/she gets his/her needs met. Don't accept a solution that doesn't
work for both of you. Ok, tap your 13 year old and then tune out yourself.

13 . Instruct "children" as follows :



13 Yr Olds :

	

You are to work for a solution that you and your parent feel okay about . It is
important that the solution will work for both of you. Don't settle for a solution unless you
both can get your needs met.

14 .

	

After about five minutes, stop the role play and ask the entire group the following
questions :

How areyoufeeling now as parents? As 13 yr olds?

How do youfeel toward each other?

What was different about the way you solved the conflict this last time?

What generalisations can you make about conflict resolutions?

Size isn't an issue in settling disputes peacefully .



section 2 :3 Teacher Presentation : Methods I, I
total group 10 minutes

Method I

Write on the board:

Method II Method III

I win/ you lose I lose/ you win

	

I win/ you win

You have just experienced three methods of conflict resolution: method 1, 11 and III.
Methods 1 and II are the most common ones used.

	

Both of these methods however are
ineffective . Both involve the dynamic ofwinning and losing.

	

We call methods 1 and I1 the
win-lose methods .

Back to the role playjust completed. : Method I

The parent and 13 yr old have a conflict. The parent wants the13 yr old to go to grandma's .
The child wants to go to a movie . The parent's solution is that the 13 yr old go to grandma's,
not the movie so, the parent sends the solution "Go to grandma's . " The 13 yr old is given no
choice but to accept this solution .

When this happens, the parent feels like a winner, the child like a loser.

	

There is a flow of
resentment from the loser (child) to the winner (parent) .

	

This is often labelled the
authoritarian method.

Method II

In this case the 13 yr old insists that he/she will go to the movie rather than to grandma's .
She/he does whatever is necessary to finally have the parent give in to this solution . As a
result the 13 yr old childfeels like a winner and the parentfeels like a loser. The resentment
flows from the parent to the child (winner) . This is often called the permissive method.

Again refer to the "going to grandma's" roleplay .

Method III

In this case parent and child together search out a solution which will be acceptable to each
ofthem . The parent's needforfamily togetherness gets met and so does the 13 yr olds need
to be withfriends. Respectflows between parent and 13 yr old rather than resentment .
Discuss the assignment questions on thefollowing pages as time permits. Assign homework
on Win/Win .



~.exxou ~.
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1 . What are possible negative ef~'ects of method II on the parent and on the 13 year old?

2 . What are possible negative effects ofmethod I on the parent and on the 13 year old?



More on The Win/Win Approach to Conflict

Often in discussing ways to solve disputes, writers give advice using
unclear terms. Below are often used terms. Try to explain them.

What is meant by :
Focus on needs.

Accept that win/win solutions are not always
possible .

Maintain an attitude of respect for all parties .

Be willing to fix the problem .

Concentrate on the approach not the outcome

Focus on the issue

Hard on the issue, easy on the person .

Take a broad perspective



Questions
What are the long term and short term consequences of win/lose?

What are the advantages of win/win?

What is meant by: "identify many options and develop the ones that give everyone more of
what they need."

What is meant by: "re-define what constitutes a win."

What can be done to balance a loss?

How does one "make it easy to say yes?"

What is meant by "offer options high in value to them and easy for you to give?"

How does one "support what is legitimate and fair ."

How does one "resist greed and injustice."

How does one "Avoid infringing your own and others' rights."



LESSON 3 :
Listening / Active Listening

Section 3 .1 Review Assignment 5 Minutes.

What is Method I, II, and III, for solving problems:
Ft'hat are the problems with Methods I and II. Why is method III better?

Opener 5 minutes

3 :2 IDENTIFYING GOOD LISTENING BEHA VIOURS

The teacher asks for a volunteer student . Tell the class you want them to coach you in being
an effective listener .

Ask the student to sit in a chair at the front of the class and think of a conflict to talk about .

Start this person talking by saying "tell me about a dispute you saw recently" and ask them to
keep talking throughout the role play .

As the student talks, respond with non-attentive behaviours . (y
pen, move away, look at watch, etc) Ask the class to correct you .

look away, sigh, play with

Close the demonstration be demonstrating good attending skills, facing student, relaxed,
keeping eye contact and giving your full attention .

Discuss with class key non-verbal behaviours which listeners should avoid, and effective
listening behaviours . These include attending, silence, acknowledgments, and
encouragement to continue .

Students are to take 5 minutes to complete this table .

LISTENING SHILLS
A GOOD LISTENER

	

A POOR LISTENER



Attending and silence may not be enough as a listener.
They don't enable disputants to work through and solve
their problem. Active listening means reflecting back what
your partner has stated, anccudzng tnear words andJee~angs .
You show you understand their problem and allows them to
explore and resolve it. Good active listening allows release
ofpent-up feelings and an understanding of the issues in
dispute .

~e~t~~~>E ~.~ . ~~~~'e i~~s~t~>r~~>E~ , .

'Active Listening demonstration
5 Minutes
Announce a demonstration of
'a conflict which upset them.

Sit facing the student at the front .

active listening .

Begin with a statement such as "tell me about the conflict" . Model good
silence, acknowledgments and summarise the feelings and content of what was

Discuss with whole class any cammer~ts or duestions .

Get a talkative student prepared to talk about

Araund The doom Demonstration ofActive Listening
Whole Class 10 Min

The teacher will play a student
describing a conflict with another
student. Explain you will go around
the room having each class member
respond to your statements .

Use a hand signal to let each student
know when to respond .

If the student doesn't summarise you,
shake your head, and ask the student
to try again .

If the student fails, ask others to try

32



Listening skills make you a winner!

The statements to use are these :

1 . (Teacher) I really hate John`. He hassles me all the time . (Student Feedback -example : You
really are angry at Johnfor givingyou a hard time.)

2 . (Teacher) Yeah, he comes up to me in the playground and shouts out `faggot' . I can't stand
it .
(Next Student replies with A/L --You don't like being called names in the playground.)

3 . I liked recess before he was around . I loved being with my mates . (You liked being with
friends during recess before John.)

4 . Lately, I've felt left out because I'm embarrassed in front of my friends . (You hate being
embarrassed infront ofyourfriends.)

5 . I hate recess and lunch now. I only feel safe in the classroom . (Youfeel safest in the class
but not at recess or lunch.)

6 . Yeah, I don't like looking bad in front of the other kids . (You don't like being put down in
front ofthe others .)

7 . I want to be popular with the others . (You like being popular.)

8 . It's hard to be accepted when John bad mouths me. He's popular with everyone . (John 's
popular and you want to bepopular too.)

9 No one seems to like me. (You are sad that no one likes you.)

10 . Yes, if John were to accept me, I'd be popular too . (You would be happy to be accepted
by John and be popular.)

11 . I really want to play basketball with the others . (You like playing basketball .)

12 John's the best player . (He's a great player.)

Continue on. . .
13 . Perhaps, if I approached John, he might let me play with him . (You feel hopeful, John
might let you play basketball too, ifyou saw him first.)

3 3



13 . Ok, I'm going to do it . I'll ask him to let me play . (You'll chat to him about playing .)

When completed ask students their feelings about active listening.

Ask what insights they have gained from this technique in solving disputes .

enefits include helping disputants:

What did you learn from this
demonstration?

What happened as the demonstration
progressed?

What were the benefits ofactive listening?

disputants to move to deeper issues,

	

~

	

to develop their own solutions
to understand feelings

	

~

	

to express thoughts aloud
to be responsible and self directing .

	

~

	

feel listened to

3.3 Activity- Roie Play Activo Listening with Partner
N

25 - 30 Minutes
Have each student choose a partner . Decide who is the listener and who is the speaker .
Ask the speaker to describe a conflict they have experienced recently . The speaker should'
allow feedback by the listener. Avoid questioning, reassuring, giving solutions or me-too-
isrn .

After 10 minutes reverse roles of speaker and listener .
After 20 minutes get partners to discuss the experience of active listening .
Conclude by getting general feedback from the class .



Section 3 .4 : Active Listening Assignment

Active Listening

"

	

Youchoose to listen .
" Your intention is to be there 100% to hear

the speaker .
"

	

Your focus is only on what they are saying .
" You demonstrate understanding of what

they have to say .
" You repeat in your own words an

understanding of the speaker's meaning .
" You help the speaker recognise what the

problem is .
" You demonstrate understanding of what

they were feeling .
" You repeat in your own words an

understanding of the speaker's feelings .
"

	

You help the speaker understand what they
are feeling .

"

	

You reflect back unstated feelings, helping
to identify and label feelings .
You help the speaker through astute
questioning, to gain more understanding of
the nature of the problem for them .

" You help the speaker understand the
problem through accurate summary of the
problem .
You notice body language and body shifts to
assist you move the speaker forward in their
understanding of the problem .

" You assist the speaker to make powerful
choices by asking empowering questions .

"What could you do to change this situation?"
"You feel helpless now, how could you turn this around?"
"What are you prepared to do differently to change this situation?"

" You allow the speaker to make their own choices .
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Questions

What is meant by the term `active listening?'

How is `active listening' done?

When would you use `active listening?'

t are the advantages of using `active listening'?

What do you find difficult about performing `active listening?'

This listening stuff isn't easy!

3 6



Section 4 .1
Review Active Listening Assignment .

Aggressive Behaviour - Fight (I win / You lose)

Passive Behaviour - Flight (I lose / You win)

LESSON 4
Learning To Be Assertive

Allow students 5 minutes in pairs to practice active listening on topic of "How I feel About
Peer Mediation and Active Listening"

Class Activity : Assertiveness T~aeher PresentslDiscuss

To be a good mediator, it is essential to learn and practice the skill of assertiveness. Being
riser°tive contrasts with passiveness and aggressiveness . Read the section below on
aggressive, passive and assertive behaviours .

Section 42 Students Read Below and Answer Questions 15 Minutes .

* My needs, ideas and feelings are more important than yours .
* I will say what I like, in any manner I like .
* I am not concerned if I hurt you emotionally or physically .
* In some situations I may use physical force to get my way.
* It is important to get my way, your rights are not my concern .
* Often gets what they want, but may not be liked by others and may feel @sad.

*My needs, ideas and feelings are not as important as yours .
* I will not say what 1 think or feel .
* I don't want to be hurt or to hurt others .
* I often try to avoid problems by walking away.
* I will allow you to have your way; I don't matter, my rights are not important .
* Often gives up real needs; lacks self esteem and confidence .
* Can be considered a coward by others .



Assertive Behaviour - Flow (I win /You win)

* My needs, ideas and feelings are important.
* I will say what I think in an appropriate manner.
* I don't want to be hurt or to hurt others .
* I will say what I think when I know or feel it is important to do so .
* I respect myself and you, I will listen to you and express my point of view.
* I will look for solutions to meet the needs of us both .
* I am confident about who I am.
* Ifproblems are not resolved, I will feel happy as I have said what I think and have been true
to who I am.

Understanding Aggressive, Passive, Assertive
Behaviour

In the exercise below tick the following behaviours as assertive, passive or aggressive .

You are harassed by a girl who dislikes you, spreads gossip about you and swears and calls
you names in the playground. Below are different responses . Classes them as passive,
aggressive or assertive response

Behaviour Classification Table : YOU...

38

swear p a
g

as

walk away
avoid
tell teacher
phone parents and discuss
give rude sign
fight
have friends bash her
confront and tell her your feelings about her behaviour
spread gossip about her
steaUdestroy something ofhers
make rude jokes about her
call her names
laugh at her
keep quiet
avoid eye contact
move seat away
make threats
give warning



In Your Own Words :

What Does Aggressive Mean?

What Does Passive Mean?

What Does Assertive Mean?

Why Does a Mediator Need To Be Assertive?

Imagine yourself mediating between two students who are angry at each other over
`spreading gossip' . You explain the ground rules . However the second student interrupts the
first and begins to shout . You feel angry and powerless.

What would you say?

Is this response assertive, passive or aggressive?

An assertive response is as follows : eg . When you ignore me and swear at each other, I feel
frustrated because we aren't following the ground rules and are not moving towards a
solution . Either we follow these rules, or I will stop the mediation session .

Section 4 .3 '~`eacher Presentation Followed by Student Work IS Min



Being assertive is a skill which requires learning and practice .
Assertiveness statements are often called `I statements' .

	

These
statements communicate clearly your understanding of and
feelings about a problem without blaming or attacking the other
person .

There are three parts.

Feelings : such as anger, frustration, anxiety, disappointment, sadness .

PART I : Begin by saying `I FEEL . . .'

PART II : Behaviour: A description of the behaviour which is affecting you .

WHEN. . .

	

eg I feel frustrated when I am interrupted . . .

PART III : Effects of the behaviour on you

BECAUSE. . . eg I annoyed when you interrupt because I can't continue with the media

BECAUSE. . . eg I annoyed when you interrupt because I can't continue with the mediation .

Here are sample `I messages.'

I feel angry when you take my ball, because I want to get on with the game.

I am disappointed when you spread rumours because my
friends are avoiding me.

In pairs write I statements for these situations below in the
table .
Your friend has borrowed some of your clothing and
hasn't returned it.
'Another student has called you `gay.'
~ A friend is spreading rumours about you in school .
~ A student is found looking in your school bag .
I A student keeps pushing or hitting you when passing .
A student you dislike copies your school work without
permission .
Another student threatens to bash you after school .

I FEEL

	

WHEN. . .
1

BECAUSE . . .



I messages make a rocky conflict filled trail easier.



Section 4 .5 Introduction To Mediation Skills : Cooling
Emotions & Handling Difficult Emotions In Others (Teacher
Led)

Active listening is your best tool to help other students
cool their emotions . Students in conflict often feel
resentment . Resentment may be identified by students
blaming the other for the situation . It takes the form of
complaining, blaming, and severe criticism .
Resentment shows itselfwith threats of revenge such as
`I'll get you.,' `I'll bash you.' As a mediator, you'll
help students cool their feelings of anger by active
listening and teach students to take ownership of their
feelings .

If we react to others defensively by attacking or
withdrawing, conflict often increases . Instead, if we
respond appropriately, we can help to bring the
emotions to a level at which the issue can be dealt with
more constructively .

Notice Observe your own reaction .

Centre Breathe deeply and relax yourself.

Try thefollowing:

Receive Listen and say nothing for the moment . Give the other person room to discharge
emotions . Respect the other person's communication of feelings .

Listen again

	

Ask yourself what you are picking up from the communication .

	

Separate
feelings from content Strain out what is valid and let at least some abuse pass you by.

Reflect back Reflect both feelings and content . "Let me check with you if. ." "Is what you are
saying . . . ?"

Clarify and Explore What are the others person's needs and concerns? Explore what is
behind the words being used . Ask questions to shift the focus from anger to exploring the
issues .

Repeat the cycle Ensure that both feelings and facts are mutually understood .

Move Acknowledge needs and concerns . Consider the next step eg . develop options, make
an "I" statement, take time out .



What Other Skills do Mediators Require? {Teacher Led Brainstorm
and Discussion

Impartiality- "is an unbiased opinion or lack of preference in favour of one or more
negotiators."

Neutrality- "Mediators often either have not had a previous relationship with disputing
parties or have not had a relationship in which they have directly influenced the rewards or
benefits for one of the parties to the detriment of the other . Neutrality also means that the
mediator does not expect to directly gain benefits or special payments from one of the parties
as compensation for favours in conducting the mediation ."
(Moore 1986 p . 1 5)

* able to reframe conflict-creating language into
conflict-resolving questions or statements
able to identify areas of common ground or

agreement
* able to make explicit the implicit options that arise
during discussion
* able to self-disclose appropriately "when it helps
the participants consider options, promotes a more
direct relationship with them or assists them in
understanding their situation and themselves' (Dr
Gregory Tillett, op . cit . PS 5)
*able to confront appropriately on issues which
may be crucial to resolving the conflict : issues
which the participants may otherwise avoid .
Confronting may be appropriate when it is
helpful to the client, promotes the process and is not
an accusation or a challenge' (Dr Gregory Tillett op .
cit . P55)

* able to show empathy
* able to communicate acceptance
and respect for the parties in the
conflict
* having skills in active listening
* being competent in analysing the
process to help participants
understand what is happening in
the discussion

What Are Interventions a Mediator Initiates in All Disputes? (Teacher
Led Brainstorm and Discussion)



gain entry to the dispute
*

	

assist the parties in selecting the appropriate conflict
resolution approach and arena
*

	

collect data and analyse the conflict
*

	

design a mediation plan
*

	

practise conciliation
*

	

assist the parties in beginning productive negotiations
*

	

identify important issues and build an agenda
*

	

identify interests
*

	

aid the parties in developing settlement options
* ~

	

assist in assessing the options
V

	

j ~ ~

	

*

	

promote final bargaining
* aid in developing an implementation and monitoring

1 . Becoming a mediator .

plan

Section 4.5 Teacher Demonstration : BEING A

MEDIATOR: SKILLS OF MEDIATION

Watch very closely while your teacher demonstrates mediation between two students . 10-15
Minutes

Case study. Jill : A Year 9 student is in conflict with her
closest friend Vicki . They both belong to the same peer
group but do not always tell the others their secrets . Jill
has really liked a new boy in Year 10 and has talked to
Vicki a number of times about Paul . Jill desperately
wants Paul to notice her and ask her out . Vicki has told
the other members of the group about Jill and Paul . The
group are now teasing Jill, especially if Paul is close by .
Jill is very embarrassed and angry with Vicki and feels
her friend has let her down. Jill will no longer talk to
Vicki . Vicki thinks Jill is being stupid and is too
sensitive . Vicki still wants to be friends with Jill but at
this stage is not prepared to say sorry or stop telling
others about Paul or teasing Jill .

During the demonstration, write the tasks the mediator actually carries out .
What did you notice in the mediation? What did the mediator do to help settle the dispute?
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Look at the list of tasks .

	

Compare your list.

	

Tick the tasks

	

you identified .

	

Discuss the
mediation with another student practicing active listening skills .

Tasks mediators perform.

introduces self
establishes credibility, explains role
checks that mediation is suitable
gains agreement of willingness of voluntary participation
develops clear ground rules
gains agreement to the ground rules emphasises a Win/Win approach
actively listens to each students story
helps to identify feelings and issues

summaries the issue clearly so both understand
identifies student needs and concerns
clarifies details and misconceptions
highlights relevant issues
identifies areas of mutual agreement
encourages willingness to resolve

Class Brainstorm: What ground rules do we need in a mediation?

Do you want to add some additional rules for your school?

45

" focuses on future expectations
" develop creative options
" focuses on Win/Win negotiations
" considers the possible outcomes of suggested options
" if necessary writes a balanced agreement
" fills out the mediators report

2 . Establishing ground rules.



GROUND RULES: Some Examples
" Listen carefully
" Do not interrupt
" Tell the story from your point of view
" Focus on the problem not the person

Agree to try to solve the problem

It is time to practise being a mediator.

Section 4 .6 Class Activity: Student Mediation Practice .

(Form groups e~f four) . One student is to be an observer and give feedback to the group . The
observer can stop the mediation at any time to assist the mediator in their role and g uy
feedback . CJne student will mediate and the others will role play .

Case study : John a Year 7 boy has rushed out of class to get the handball court before anyone
else . He often gets out of class early as his teachers reward him for good work. He is
minding it for his mates when Peter a Year 9 student comes out of class and demands he gets
off the court . Peter argues that because he is bigger the court should be his . He is angry that
John always gets out early and his group misses a court. None, of the disputants' mates had.
arrived . It is the first time there has been a dispute between John and Peter.

(Class Discussion) What have you leaned in this session?

What did the mediators say ~o' ~~lp resolve the argument?

What things did the mediators say or do which did not help the disputants reach an
agreement?

Section 4 .7 ASSIGNMENT

Read the document below.

Notes on Mediation
OPEN:
Introductions & Agreements
*

	

Arrive early and arrange seating, paper, pens, tables, blackboard, butchers paper, blue
tack, tissues, refreshments ifrequired .

*

	

When everyone is present, clarify everyone's roles and explain ground rules, in
particular the Win/Win approach you will use .

*

	

Make it clear that you are not on anyone's side or there to decide what should be
done .



*

	

You are there to help them to hear each other and to work out acceptable solutions
together .

*

	

Build empathy

ESTABLISH :
(1) Overview .
"

	

Have each person tell how they see the problem . Encourage 'I' statements rather than
"you" statements .

"

	

Clarify important issues and feelings for each person .
"

	

Summarise what you think each side is saying
make sure each person understands how the other person sees the problem .

(2) Details
*

	

What's involved? Clarify perceptions and misperceptions .
*

	

Help the parties go into more detail on specific issues .
*

	

Use active listening to clarify and validate issues .
*

	

Identify new information that affects the conflict .
*

	

Possibly have each one repeat what they think they heard the other person say, and
encourage the sorting out of errors in understanding .

*

	

Broadening Perspectives - address the needs of other individuals or groups who may
have something at stake in the matter .

*

	

Mapping the conflict - possibly develop a Needs and Fears chart .
*

	

Managing emotions - it may be appropriate to ask each person a bit more about how
he/she feels . It is often very helpful for both to know that the other is hurting .
Feelings of anger, fear or sadness may need to be expressed, or at least
acknowledged .

*

	

Ifname-calling or put-downs start to become part of the conversation, encourage
everyone to be "hard" on the problem and "soft" on the person .

*

	

Creative responses used .
*

	

Acknowledge positive and co-operative work.

MOVE :
(1) Where are they now?
*

	

Ask the people if they are willing to resolve - ie . move forward and develop an
agreement .

*

	

Find any points of agreement, no matter how small (eg . they both have the problem,
they both hurt, they both want to solve it etc) .

*

	

Help both sides isolate the issues that need negotiation .
*

	

Possibly caucus ie . meet privately with each party. Assure confidentiality. Explore
confidential information, bottom fines, impasses, possible compromises .

In your own words outline the major steps ofmediation below .
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Creative responses solve conflicts with everyone a winner.
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SESSION 5 Mediation Theory and Practice

Section 5.1 Class Activity - Review.

	

Form pairs to
practice active listening .
(Use a guided recall.) Ask students to relax and if
comfortable to close their eyes . Speak slowly and leave a
20 sec gap between each statement . Think of a time when
you were very angry with someone. What did they say or
do to make you angry. What did you say and do. How did
yoz~ feel? Be here now .

	

Share with a partner for two
minutes who active listens . Then reverse roles .

Teacher will ask for quick class discussion of how this
experience was for you.

Class Review

What is mediation?
What are the major mediation steps?
Why is active listening importantfor mediation?
What is Win/Win? Why is this a goalfor mediation?

Section 5.2 N

The four steps of mediation are :

Each stage is explained below.

Nlateriai : Students Read, then Teacher Presents Briefly :

Agreements (Opening)

Issues (Establishment)

Options and Agreements (Moving)

Completion



1 . Mediation skills practice .

Lets review mediation skills .

INTRODUCTION AND AGREEMENTS

" Take charge of the process .
" Introduce Self `
" Explain Role
" Check Mediation Is Appropriate
" Gain Agreement For The Mediation
" Explain Ground Rules
" Gain Agreement To The Ground Rules
" Emphasise Win/Win Approach

ISSUES AND DETAILS
Gain understanding of the problem .

OPTIONS AND AGREEMENTS

Move to negotiate solutions .
Identify Areas Of Mutual Agreement
Encourage Willingness To Resolve
Develop Creative Options
Focus On Win/Win Negotiations
Indicate The Possible Outcomes Options

MEDIATION SKILLS

Actively Listen To Each Student's Story
Identify Feelings And Issues
Identify Needs And Concerns
Summarise So Both Understand
Clarify Details And Misconceptions
Prioritise Relevant Issues



COMPLETION

" Close the mediation .
" Write A Balanced Agreement
" Fill Out Mediators Report

Section 5.3 : Mediation Practice : Class Activity - Case Studies :

Please read these cases and pick one that interests you.
A.
Jim and Annette, Year 10 students are in
conflict . Annette is very hurt by the
personal comments made to her in the
playground by Jim . Annette accuses Jim of
making sexist comments about the way she
looks . These comments are generally about
her weight, sex appeal, and general looks .
Annette feels that Jim's comments have
started similar comments from other male
students . She now feels victimised and tries
to avoid the playground . Jim argues he only
started to make these comments after
Annette continuously laughed at him in
class for receiving poor results in his
Science tests .

B .
Michael and Terry, Year 8 students are in
the same cricket team . They practise at
lunch time every Monday and Thursday .
Both are opening batsmen and are keen to
be the best . They both want to use the
nets to practise their batting . Lately they
find they keep abusing each other . Neither
feels they are getting equal time in the
nets, and accuse the other of "hogging" all
the practice time . Their conflict is starting
to affect the team and on this particular
day Michael has lost his "cool" and
thrown the bat at Terry . They both are
keen to resolve the problem as they know
their team is getting frustrated with them
and putting other names forward as
opening batsmen.



C.

Jenny and Fiona are Year 8 students . Jenny is a very
popular girl, who has lots of pocket money to spend
at the tuckshop . Jenny has a number of other
students who like to be with her. Fiona is a quiet girl
who wants to be with Jenny and her friends . Jenny
doesn't want Fiona to be nearby, and she tells her to
go away. Jenny also tells her friends not to talk to
Fiona because she is boring . Fiona cries and runs to
teachers so she will be included in the group .

D .

List things that might be valuable to say while you are mediating :

David and Gordon are Year 8 students aggressively insulting each other . Both have been
throwing personal insults, showing the "middle finger" and name calling . The conflict has
been going on for a number of weeks . The conflict started when David as a joke "borrowed"
Gordon's basketball to use with his friends . The ball was confiscated by a teacher because the
group did not respond to the bell at recess . They continued to play basketball and were late
for class . The teacher as punishment kept the ball for a week. David did not tell the teacher
the ball did not belong to him.

HELFFiJL HINT'S Teacher L
+C~uestions

d Discussion Using These

How do you get disputants to explain the issues?

How would you get disputants to explore a range of creative solutions or options?

How do you get disputants to select the best solution in a disagreement?



1. ISSUESAND DETAILS

What happened?
How did you feel?
What do you need?
What do you want?
How would it feel to be in the other person's shoes?
What do you agree on?
What will happen ifyou do not reach agreement?

2. OPTIONS
Lets brainstorm some ideas to reach agreement .
What ideas do you have to help resolve the problem?
Let's listen to all ideas .
Do you have any other ideas?
Can you think of other ways to resolve the dispute?
What would it take to resolve the problem?
How would you like it to be?

3. CHOOSING OPTIONSAND NEGOTIATING
What ideas are you prepared to consider?
What ideas do you think could work?
Can we improve this idea?
What will happen if you choose that solution?
Will you be satisfied with this solution?
Is it a fair solution?
Are you willing to accept this solution?
Are your main problems resolved?

Section S.3 Continued : Students to Practise Mediation.
Teacher gives these instructions . Case studies : Practice
group mediation . Form a circle, ask for volunteers to role
play mediator and two disputants . Send the two disputants
to a quiet area to select their own dispute . The mediator is
given no prior knowledge of the nature of the dispute .
Students participate in a mediation with the remaining
students sitting in a circle, observing and taking notes .
Student observers will fill out observation form for
discussion at the completion of the mediation . Depending
on available time a number of students may be given the
opportunity to receive feedback from the whole group.



MEDIATION OBSERVATION FORM

Observer: Consider the four stages of the mediation below and follow these steps.

	

Write
constructive comments to assist the mediator to improve skills. How well was active listening
used by the mediator to clarify issues?

TAKE CHARGE OF THE PROCESS
Introduce self
Explain role
Check mediation Is appropriate
Gain agreement for mediation
Explain ground rules
Gain agreement to ground rules
Emphasise Win/Win approach

GAIN UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROBLEM

Actively listen to each student's story
Identify feelings and issues
Identify needs and concerns
Summarise so both understand
Clarify details and misconceptions
Prioritise relevant issues

MOVE TO NEGOTIATE SOLUTIONS

Identify areas of mutual agreement
Encourage willingness to resolve
Develop creative options
Focus on Win/Win negotiations
Indicate the possible outcomes of options

CLOSE THE MEDIATION

Write a balanced agreement
Fill out mediator's report



Mediation ASSIGNMENT LESSON 5.4

The types of disputes you may need to deal
with : identifying and responding to
difficult situations.

What would make mediation an appropriate
choice for solving
the dispute?

Are there any occasions when it would be
less appropriate?

appropriate when:

I
Concluding Activity : Whole Class Discussion

Teacher will process thoughts and feelings of
students in whole class situation on how their
mediation experience went for them .

HIT THE TARGET IN MEDIATION! !

*

	

other collaborative problem-solving approaches have been ineffective ; or when there is a
perception that the parties cannot solve it themselves

there are many parties and many issues to be considered



*

	

parties are prepared to negotiate

*

	

there are several options available for resolving the conflict

*

	

there is not a great imbalance ofpower

*

	

poor communication has been the basis for the dispute

*

	

relationships are important

less appropriate when :

*

	

parties are not prepared to negotiate

*

	

parties remain unwilling to be involved in the process ofmediation

*

	

there are no, or very few, choices available to resolve the conflict ; or when there is a
legal principle to be decided

*

	

the issue is non-negotiable, such as physical abuse

1 . The types of dispute you must pass on to a teacher.

Your school will clearly indicate to you the types of disputes you will not mediate . It is not
appropriate for you to mediate the following :

Violence
Drugs
Weapons
Severe Harassment
Severe Racism

When is mediation appropriate? Inappropriate?

Why are these conflicts unsuitable to mediate?
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Other disputes or incidents I will not mediate are . . . .

If mediation is not appropriate I can refer disputants to the following people :

2 . The types of disputes I am most likely to deal with.

Write examples of the type of disputes you think you are likely to deal with as a mediator .
Are there certain disputes likely to happen at different times ofthe year?

1

2

3

4

5

s~



Life is easier when you are skilled in resolving disputes .

LESSON 6
Mediation Exploring
Options
Section 6 .1 Discuss homework answers on
types of disputes suitable for mediation for 5
minutes as whole class .

Section 6 .2 Teacher Presentation :
Designing Options

AH CONFLICT . . . WHAT AN OPPORTUNITY!

TURN PROBLEMS INTO CHALLENGES! ASK "WHAT CAN I
LEARN HERE?" LOOK FOR OPPORTUNITY

When we're caught up with what's right, with
how things should or shouldn't be, chances are
we're measuring the situation against a yardstick
of PERFECTION.

When we are driven by thinking things are right
or wrong it can lead to judgements and an
unwillingness to risk . What if it doesn't work
out? We may be left with a feeling of anxiety .
When we are working on this basis we look for
winners and losers and end up with
FRUSTRATION.

Another way of measuring a situation is against a
yardstick of DISCOVERY . Approach the
situation with an attitude of inquiry and
creativity . That's interesting, why did that happen

This leads to acceptance and a willingness to risk and to try a "I wonder what I can do?' "How
can I make it better?" We have a feeling of excitement . Using this yardstick them are no
winners and losers, only learners and FASCINATION.



To design options, draw together common needs and highlight points of concern or
importance .

Common Ground:

New Perspectives and Insights :

Consider the way in which the process has changed the perspective on the issue and the
people involved . Sometimes there are very significant insights and other times there are
small shifts in perspectives .

Hidden Needs, Concerns and Pay-Offs :

* Look for needs and concerns held by all or several
parties .

* Identify common threads that may be described in
different ways.

* Explore similarities that may already be identified, but
can be agreed on in principle .

* Build a sense of partnership from which to consider
areas of difference.

* Look for needs and concerns held by all
or several parties .

* Identify common threads that may be
described in different ways.

* Explore similarities that may already be
identified, but can be agreed on in
principle .

* Build a sense of partnership from which
to consider areas of difference.

Sail to victory with conflict resolution skills .



Designing Options :

Listening is the preparation stage before designing
options to take action .

When you use listen, people will gain confidence in the
problem solving technique that allows them to have their
needs and concerns validated .

Use brainstorming with no censoring, judging, debating .

Encourage lateral thinking . Consensus .

Select chunking which breaks problems into manageable
parts .

Develop an action plan with these steps : What is to be
done? By whom? By when?

Section E~ .3
Students to Practise mediation .

Case studies from lesson 5 : Practice group
mediation: Form ,groups of four students .
Ask for volunteers to role flay mediator,
observor, and two new disputants . Send
the two disputants to a quiet area to select
their own dispute . The mediator is given
no prior knowledge of tl~e Mature of the
dispute . All students participate in a
mediation . Student observers will fill out
observation form for discussion at the
completion of the mediation . Depending
on available time a number of students may
be given the opportunity to receive
feedback from the whole group . .

Whole Group Review ASK:
What areas of common concern did you
find?
What skills are needed to solve disputes?
How did the mediator encourage exploring
solutions?



6.3 MEDIATION OBSERVATION FORM
Consider the four stages of the mediation.

	

Write constructive comments to assist the
mediator to improve skills .

TAKE CHARGE OF THE PROCESS
Introduce self
Explain role
Check mediation is appropriate
Gain agreement for mediation '
Explain ground rules
Gain agreement to ground rules
Emphasise Win/Win approach

GAIN UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROBLEM

Actively listen to each student's story
Identify feelings and issues
Identify needs and concerns
Summarise so both understand
Clarify details and misconceptions
Prioritise relevant issues

MOVE TO NEGOTIATE SOLUTIONS

Identify areas ofmutual agreement
Encourage willingness to resolve
Develop creative options
Focus on Win/Win negotiations
Indicate the possible outcomes of options

CLOSE THE MEDIATION

Write a balanced agreement
Fill out mediator's report



Section 6.4 ASSIGNMENT

OUR USE OF POWER: LEARNING TO BE CO-
OPERATIVE

1 . When we use the word 'Power', what does the word mean for you?

2 . How can we act powerfully as students without being controlling, aggressive or
domineering?

3 . Read these statements
Power is the ability to get your own way by
hurting or punishing others .

'Power is the ability to produce the results
you desire most and create value for others in
the process .

Power is the ability to improve your life, to
make things work for you and for the other
person .

Real power is shared not imposed.

It is the ability to define human needs and to
fulfil them - both your needs and the needs of
the people about whom you care .

1 . Which definition do you prefer? Why?

2 . What do you believe power is?

3 . What role does power or powerlessness plays in many disputes?



4. Is there a link between self-confidence, or high self-esteem and personal power?

2. Learning to be co-operative.
As a mediator you are
assisting students to
negotiate solutions based on
a Win/Win mind set . In this
process you are asked to
listen to the needs of both
sides, to give value to both
students and their needs .
Most conflicts are in some
way related to the sense of
power or powerlessness .
Many students initially want
to feel powerful by taking
away the power of another.
WinlWin is about being
cooperative in dispute
resolving, recognising the
needs of all parties . and
supporting and equalising
the disputants in the power
balance.

Co-operative power is "Power with" not "Power over" another person .

1 . List down ways you could help students decide to operate from 'power with' instead of
'power over' . Write these below .



2 . Why is it important to identify power struggles and help students to move to a Win/Win
approach and 'power with' solutions?

To Achieve Use Power Win/Win Solutions.



LESSON 7
Extended Writing
Section 7.1 REVIEW ASSIGNMENT :
Class Discussion 5 Minutes

What is pow

What is influence?

How does power vary from influence?

What is `co-operative power`

Why is it important for mediators to identify power struggles and help students move to a
win/win approach and solutions based on `co-operative power.'

EXTENDED
WRITING

Write a description of a mediation for
30 minutes based on selection of the
situation from a previous lesson or
from personal experience . Include
evidence of active Iisterting, exploring
options and reaching a win/win
solution .
LTse a table if you wish with these
headings :
Disputant1
Disputant2
Mediator

Share and edit writings using
drafting and improvement approach,
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Allow volunteers to feedback and
discuss their documents to the whole
class . 10 Minutes :

Section 7.3 Assignment
Read Below on Understanding
Emotions

Emotions are sometimes difficult for
us to handle !

Anger:

Resentment:

When appropriately expressed, anger can be a fire for change . Only when it's misdirected, or
inappropriately expressed, is it destructive . Recognising and accepting our own anger will
provide the impetus for change . Off-loading it onto others, making them "the bad guy", gives
away our personal power and often leaves us stuck with the problem .

This is like frozen anger and is a feeling that blames others for a situation or for a hurt we
feel . It's an "export job" - a way of holding others apart from us, to maintain a position of
being right, superior or self-righteous . It's often easier to feel resentment rather than to take
responsibility for other feelings, or for changing the situation.

Hurt:

Underneath resentment and anger there is often hurt . Acknowledging that you feel hurt is
empowering . The alternatives are often to withdraw, to seek revenge or to feel resentment .
These contribute to the escalation of conflict . Often it is easier for others to acknowledge our
hurt than our anger . When talking about our anger, we may be better received if we also talk
about our hurt.

Guilt:

Guilt can be very self-destructive when we allow it to gnaw away at us . It can be productive
when we allow ourselves to feel it fiery, and then move on by understanding the source of
our guilt .
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Your Emotions

What are emotions?

What are the ways we deal with our emotions?

When you are emotional, what do you do to deal with your emotions?

How well do these techniques work?

Consider the choices we have .
Suppress Our Emotions

Contain Our Emotions

Feels the emotion; chooses to appropriately deal with it .
Releases some tension through acknowledging feeling .
Holds emotions temporarily, finds appropriate way to express .

Could be total denial ofemotions .
No longer in contact with your natural
emotional response .
Feels the emotion ; chooses to deny or
sidestep the real emotion .
Is fearful to express the emotion .
Feels tense
Avoids conflict and communication
about problems .
Feels stressful and possibly suffers ill
health .
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"

	

Breathes deeply, allows feeling of the emotion.
"

	

Has a confidence to finds ways to express the emotion to reduce stress .
"

	

Willingness to deal with the conflict or problem.
"

	

Willingness to own emotional response .

xpress Our Emotion

Explode With Emotion
" Often a incident triggers

discharge of feelings . Often
dumps feelings inappropriately .

"

	

Can be a lose of control with a
volcanic effect .

"

	

Damaging to relationships .
" Sometimes feelings of guilt and

remorse after explosion .
" Others fearful of our explosions,

keeps people away from us.

LJ "

	

Is appropriately expressing our emotion .
"

	

Weown our emotion and use "I" Statements .
"

	

Is a letting go with intention not to damage another person .
"

	

Leads to feelings of relief and completion .
"

	

Looks for constructive ways to express when emotions are intense . Chooses time out to
express intensity of emotion before expressing directly to person .

"

	

Can choose other ways to express emotions ; gardening, counselling, etc .
"

	

Is emotionally honest.

Charting Our Emotions

By ticking the scales below, chart what you believe to be your most habitual way of
dealing with emotions .

LOVE: Suppress 0«<, , , , , , , , ,»>100
Contain 0«<. . . . . . . . . »>100
Explode 0«<. . . . . . . . .»>100
Express 0«<. . . . . . . . .»>100



1 .

	

Identify Feelings

In the spaces below, write all the words you know that are feelings similar to these core
feelings.

SADNESS

ANGER

FEAR

JOY

LOVE

Why do we sometimes feel RESENTMENT, GUILT, andREGRET?

2. What do you do with your feelings?
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ANGER. . Suppress 0«<, , , , , , , , ,»>100
Contain 0«<, , , , »>, , , , , 100
Explode 0«<, , , , , , , , ,»>100
Express 0«<, , , , , , , , ,»>100

SAD : Suppress 0«<, , , , , , , , ,»>100
Contain 0«<, »>, , , , , , , , 100
Explode 0«<, , , , , , , , ,»>100
Express 0«<, , , , , , , , ,»>100

GUIILT Suppress 0«<, , , , , , , , ,»>100
Contain 0«<, , , , , , , , ,»>100
Explode p«<, , , , , , , , ,»>100
Express 0«<, , , , , , , , ,»>100



Remember a time when you were involved in a conflict with someone close to you and it was
not going well . How did you feel? What did you do to feel better . Did you do any of the
following?

0

	

Did you DENY that there was a problem? Did you hold your feelings inside or cut off
from them so you felt nothing?

0

	

Did you INDULGE in the problem? Did you let all your feelings out even if it hurt others
or seemed to be inappropriate behaviour?

0 Did you EXPRESS the problem appropriately? Did you say what you were feeling
assertively to the person you had the problem with? Did you find a way to release pent-
up feelings in an appropriate manner? Such as running, playing sport, talking it out with
someone else, writing in your diary, or doing some creative work?

1 . What are the choices I have when I have strong feelings in a conflict?

2 . How will I appropriately deal with feelings when I am a mediator'?

3. Managing emotions appropriately.

1 . How do you generally manage your emotions/feelings appropriately?
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Eat more food . Sleep more.
Shout at the person .
Put loud music on.
Withdraw from the situation .
Pretend there was not a
problem .
Talk to many uninvolved
others about the conflict .
Play sport aggressively .

. Blame someone else, make it
their problem.



2 . What are some other ways emotions/feelings could be expressed in an appropriate manner?
Write ideas below .

3 . When you are managing emotions/feelings of others what can you do? Write ideas below .

LESSON8
7 1

COMBINING
AND



~eetion'8 .1

	

Review assignment on managing emotions . Discuss;

What are common emotions felt in conflict?

What causes resentrrtent, guilt and`regret?

How do we help students deal with these emotions?

How can mediators handle their emotions?

'What are the main steps in mediating a solution?

Section 8.2 Students to Practise Mediation:

PRACTICING
THE MEDIATION
SKILLS

Case studies from lesson 5 : Practice group mediation in small groups of five to role play 1
observer, 1 mediator and two new disputants . Send the two disputants to a quiet area to
select their own dispute . The mediator is given no prior knowledge of the nature of the
dispute . Studenis participate in a mediation . Student observers will fill out observation form
for discussion at the completion of the mediation .

Review and discuss student reactions in whole class . 5 Minutes



MEDIATION
OBSERVATION FORM

Consider the four stages of the mediation .

	

Write constructive comments to assist the
mediator to improve skills .

TAKE CHARGE OF THE PROCESS
Introduce self
Explain role
Check mediation is appropriate
Gain agreement for mediation
Explain ground rules
Gain agreement to ground rules
Emphasise Win/Win approach

Actively listen to each student's story
Identify feelings and issues
Identify needs and concerns
Summarise so both understand
Clarify details and misconceptions
Prioritise relevant issues

MOVE TO NEGOTIATE SOLUTIONS

Identify areas of mutual agreement
Encourage willingness to resolve
Develop creative options
Focus on Win/Win negotiations
Indicate the possible outcomes of options

CLOSE THE MEDIATION

Write a balanced agreement
Fill out mediator's report

GAIN UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROBLEM



Section 8.3 Post-Test ASSIGNMENT

Complete and turn in the PrelPost test which you completed in lesson one .

Post-test
SESSION 8

Mediators : You will be given this exercise twice, at the beginning and again at the end of this
peer mediation course . Do not be discouraged if you can't answer these questions during the
pretest as you will be given the opportunity to improve on the test again at the end ofthe unit .

Describe one conflict you commonly see in the playground.

How was this conflict resolved?

Please Tick:
Fight
Told Someone
Other?

How effective was this solution ? Explain.

Swearing
Walked Away



Please tick on the scale below:

Ineffective«<r___________________________________________________________________»>Effective

Reason why you think the intervention was ineffective or effective :

How do you know the dispute was settled or failed to be settled to the satisfaction of both
students?
Please Tick.
Settled

	

Not Settled

What attitudes often remain if one student is unhappy with the outcome? How might that
student get even at a later date?

How might training in conflict resolution help you avoid getting into a fight?

How might another student, particularly one trained in conflict resolution or mediation help
to resolve the conflict at an early stage?



Circle the skills below which would help a student mediator help to solve a playground
dispute .

For the following situation, answer the questions below .

Give an example of a dispute you would not get involved in .

2 s
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Pick one behaviour which is unhelpful in solving a dispute . Explain why this technique does
not assist in solving conflicts .

John plays basketball every day after school with a group of mates. He often gets out of his
last class early to get on the court first to hold it for his friends . Peter, an older student
comes along and tells John to get off the court because he and his friends want to play . Peter
says that because he is bigger and in a higher grade, he should have the court . Peter is angry
that John gets out early and grabs the court every night . Peter throws an apple and nearly hits
John on the head. John swears and calls Peter a `faggot .' Tempers begin to get hot . You
know both John and Peter and know this is the first time Peter and 2John have had a
disagreement .

Explain why you think intervention by you is or is not appropriate .

" Cool Can swear well " Can listen to participants
" Good at lecturing " Can summarise students " Can pick up and state

arguments feelings
" Can encourage Is assertive " Other Skills?

participants to identify " "
solutions to problems "



What agreement would you need from Peter and John before beginning mediation to help
solve this dispute?

List 5 ground rules you would set before beginning mediation .

List three questions that you might ask Peter and John to clarify issues about the causes of

this argument

1

2

3

Summarise the main issues in this dispute by ticking the appropriate ones below.

John hates Peter and wants revenge
John wants to hog the court every day
Peter is a bully and is hassling John
John and Peter both want to play basketball after school with their friends
Other?

Is the conflict a conflict of needs or values? Please explain your reasons for your decision.



Describe Peter and John's feelings by ticking the appropriate ones

ANGRY

	

ANGRY
DISAPPOINTED

	

DISAPPOINTED
EMBARRASSED EMBARRASSED
HAPPY

	

HAPPY
SAD

	

SAD
Other?

	

Other?

List three ideas '_` which may resolve the fight, and state one advantage and one
disadvantage for each .

IDEAS

1
ADVANTAGE DISADVANTAGE

Explain why one of these options may be best for a WIN/WIN solution in which both
students are happy with the outcomes .

What would happen if you chose the solution for Peter and John?



How would you conclude the mediation between Peter and John?

Please tick the best answer.

1 . The meaning for the word `mediate' is :

a
b
c
d
e

to assist conflict resolution
to help people agree
to encourage settlement of differences
to facilitate solving problems
all of these

2 . Discomfort, incident, misunderstanding, tension and
crisis : These terms can be grouped together because :

a
b
c
d
e

they refer to levels of conflict
they refer to emotions
they lead to fights
they are caused by gossip
none of these

3 . The WIN/WIN approach refers to :

a
b
c
d
e

4 Problems with the Win/Lose approach to settling disagreements are :

a
b
c
d
e

lotto system
both disputants feeling satisfied over solutions
result of compromise
a way of settling problems
both b and d

create resentment
ruin friendships
create anger
problem remains unsettled
all of the above



5. Which description below best represents a mediator `active listening' or summarising this
statement . "Joe , you threw my yoyo into a tree . Unless you pay for it, I'm going to bash you
after school."

a

	

Joe, you are a creep .
b

	

Joe, you shouldn't throw other people's property .
c

	

I understand. You're angry at Joe because he lost your yoyo and you want
it replaced .

d

	

Joe's going to get bashed by you and he deserves it
e

	

Joe doesn't like you

6 . Which description below best represents `active listening' to this statement . "Sue, you are
spreading gossip about me and David. Kids are saying I'm pregnant . I don't like it."

a

	

You don't like rumours being spread that you are pregnant .
b

	

I didn't know you are pregnant
c

	

Sue tells lies
d

	

Sue is a gossip
e

	

None ofthese
7 . To be a good listener, to resolve disputes, you must :

a
b
c
d
e

hear the words and feelings
state back your summary ofwhat is being said
summarise main concerns
look interested with eye contact
all of these

8 . In undertaking mediation between two students, it is important to :

9 .

a
b
c
d
e

state good ground rules
actively listen to both sides
summarise problems
find areas of agreement
all of the above

When sorting out issues in mediation, what should you not do?

b
c
d
e

actively listen to both sides
summarise so both understand
judge which side is wrong
identify feelings
identify needs and concerns
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10 . In reaching agreements, what should you not do?

a

	

identify areas of mutual agreement
b

	

suggesting creative solutions
c

	

warning participants of consequences ifthey don't agree
d

	

examining possible outcomes of options
e

	

focus on win/win negotiations
f

	

none of these

Thankyoufor completing this exercise.



Appendices
MEDIATION OBSERVATION FORM

Consider the four stages of the mediation.

	

Write constructive comments to assist the
mediator to improve skills .

TAKE CHARGE OF THE PROCESS
Introduce self
Explain role
Check mediation Is appropriate
Gain agreement for mediation
Explain ground rules
Gain agreement to ground rules
Emphasise Win/Win approach

GAIN UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROBLEM

Actively listen to each student's story
Identify feelings and issues
Identify needs and concerns
Summarise so both understand
Clarify details and misconceptions
Prioritise relevant issues

MOVE TO NEGOTIATE SOLUTIONS

Identify areas of mutual agreement
Encourage willingness to resolve
Develop creative options
Focus on Win/Win negotiations
Indicate the possible outcomes of options

CLOSE THE MEDIATION

Write a balanced agreement
Fill out mediator's report
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MEDIATION SKILLS

INTRODUCTION AND
AGREEMENTS

"

	

Take charge of the process .F
" Introduce Self
"

	

Explain Role
" Check Mediation Is Appropriate
" Gain Agreement For The Mediation
" Explain Ground Rules
" Gain Agreement To The Ground Rules
" Emphasise Win/Win Approach

ISSUES AND DETAILS
Gain understanding of the problem.

" Actively Listen To Each Student's Story
" Identify Feelings And Issues
" Identify Needs And Concerns
" Summarise So Both Understand
" Clarify Details And Misconceptions
" Prioritise Relevant Issues

OPTIONS AND AGREEMENTS
" Move to negotiate solutions .
" Identify Areas Of Mutual Agreement
" Encourage Willingness To Resolve
" Develop Creative Options
" Focus On Win/Win Negotiations
" Indicate The Possible Outcomes Of Options

COMPLETION
" Close the mediation .
" Write A Balanced Agreement
" Fill Out Mediators Report



Mapping the Conflict

The Steps ofMapping
Defining the issue:

In defining the issue, take care not to identify a person as the problem . Rather label the issue
in broad, objective terms, in a way that all parties to the conflict would agree .

Aim for a clear idea of the issue to be mapped, but don't worry if it's not exactly right .
Sometimes the process of mapping itself clarifies the issue . Keep it open ended and
obj ective .

List the major needs and concerns of each party.

Identify who is involved :

Write down all the major parties
in the conflict . Include
individuals and groups . Include
people who may be directly and
indirectly involved . If people
share common needs and
concerns they can be grouped
together.

Needs :
Recognising the different parties needs is a basis of a Win/Win Approach . When everyone's
needs have been identified and understood appropriate solutions can be generated . The word
"Need" does not have to be used to precisely . It may include wants, interests or the things
you care about. Needs may be tangible or intangible . Needs are those things which we are
motivated to move towards. Sometimes the same need applies to several people .



Concerns:
Concerns include
anxieties, worries -
things which we are motivated
to move away. They may be
tangible (such as not having
enough money) or intangible
lack of respect) . Sometimes
it's easier under concerns to
draw out motivations that
don't surface so well when
considering needs. For
example it is easier to say "I
fear being out of control and
powerless' I need to have
power and control, .

Reading a map :

fears,
those

Reading a map prepares us to develop appropriate options .
What common threads or points do you notice on your map?
Draw together common needs, concerns, threads, to build partnership .
Notice new perspective and insights?

Negotiation

Preparation
If it is possible, take the time to complete mapping of the conflict before you negotiate .

Needs and Concerns: What are my needs and concerns? Am I really committed to using a
Win/Win approach'? How will that affect my actions? What are the needs and concerns of
the other parties involved? What information do I need and what information do others need?
What are the key issues of this negotiations



Options : What agenda items
do I wish to raise, and what are
my preferred outcomes? What
are my preferred options for
meeting that outcome? What
other options could be
considered? What is my best
alternative to a negotiated
agreement? What is my worst
alternative to a negotiated
agreement? Can I reduce its
negative effect? In what
currencies can I trade? What be
easy for me to give and valuable
for the other parties to receive?
What can I ask for that is
helpful for me and low cost for
them?

Anticipating the Actual Meeting: What is an appropriate time to carry out this negotiation?
What are the physical conditions in which I want the negotiations to occur? What emotions
of my own may I have to manage . What emotions in others may I encounter and have to
respond to? In what ways will I manage and respond to these emotions?

Interaction
Choose a Win/Win mind-set
Be clear on outcome
Define needs vs solutions
Deal first with emotions
Soft on the person, hard on the problem
Who's behind the scenes?
Stress common areas of agreement
Is it fair? Can you find an objective yardstick?
Develop a smorgasbord of options together
Help each other save face
Choose solutions that recognise the on-going
relationship

"

	

Make it easy for the other person to say "yes"
"

	

Move from positional negotiation to "interest based"
or "principled negotiation"

t~~ r~w~~f~'s~~~

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Closing
"

	

Have both parties really chosen their solution?
"

	

Will the agreement resolve or manage the problem?
"

	

Can both parties really keep their promises?
"

	

Is the agreement specific enough about when, where, how, who and how much?
"

	

Is it balanced? ie . do both sides share responsibility for making it work?
"

	

What will we do if either party cannot keep to the contract?
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"

	

Is a follow-up or review time built into the plan?

Negotiation
Skills Checklist

PURPOSE. .

To check over and evaluate the skills used, what worked and what else may be possible .

*

	

Were you clear about what outcome you wished to achieve?
*

	

Was this negotiation a co-operative or a confrontative process? How did this show?
*

	

Doyou feel there was trust between you both?
*

	

What built this? (eg . openness, credibility, integrity)
*

	

Did you talk about everyone's needs (and perhaps values or anxieties) in the situation?
*

	

Did you move from positional negotiation to "interest based" or "principled
negotiation'?

*

	

Did you need to separate any emotions from the problem?
*

	

Did you look at a number ofpossible solutions?
*

	

Did you search for an agreement that was fair to all concerned?
*

	

Did you focus on areas of agreement as much as on areas of disagreement?
*

	

Did you include any objections in your thinking? Did you ignore or squash any
obj ections?

*

	

Were you soft on the person, but hard on the problem? (ie . were you assertive about the
problem while being respectful ofthe person's self-esteem?) How?
*

	

Did you close the negotiation with a clear contract?



STUDENT PEER
MEDIATION
CONTRACT

I accept the role of Peer Mediator and undertake the responsibility to assist students to resolve
conflicts in a peaceful manner to the best of my ability .

As a mediator I will endeavour to remain neutral and interact with integrity with all students I
mediate .

I agree to the following terms .

STUDENT SIGNATURE

DATE

~ To attend all training sessions .

~ To speak highly of mediation and other mediators .

~ To ask for assistance when in difficulties .

~ To conduct mediation on roistered days .

~To remain neutral in all mediated disputes .

~ To respect the privacy of students in dispute .

~ To complete all required documentation.

~ To complete my school work to the best of my ability .

~ To remain a mediator for the school year.

I accept the appointment as a school mediator and promise to carry out this role in a
responsible manner.



PEER MEDIATION AGREEMENT FORM
Peer Mediators

	

-Date

Disputant's Names

Give brief details of the conflict :

AGREEMENT
We have reached the following agreement with the assistance of a mediator .

I, the mediator, witness this agreement .
Signature-

Disputant

I agree

I am aware ofthe consequences of not keeping this agreement .

Signature

Disputant

I agree

I am aware of the consequences of not keeping this agreement.

Signature



WEEKLY
MEDIATOR'S
REPORT FORM ___
Mediator co-ordinators will often discuss disputes with you; and sometimes other teachers or
parents may need to be informed .

MEDIATOR' S
NAME

MEDIATION SUMMARY INFORMATION

WEEK COMMENCING MONDAY

Fill in the following information for each mediation attended.

1 .

	

Names of disputants
2 .

	

Type of conflict
3 .

	

Agreement reached
4 . Problems

1 .

	

Names of disputants
2 .

	

Type of conflict
3 .

	

Agreement reached
4 . Problems

1 .

	

Names ofdisputants
2.

	

Type of conflict
3 .

	

Agreement reached
4. Problems

1 .

	

Names of disputants
2.

	

Type of conflict
3 .

	

Agreement reached
4. Problems



EVALUATION OF
MEDIATION

MEDIATOR'S NAME :

List the days and times you were on duty .

Are you enjoying the role of mediator?

Do you have any problems, concerns or complaints?

This form is to be brought to follow-up meetings to discuss problems and to help organise on-
going training . The form will be collected at the end of the meeting .

What areas would you like to practise in the training follow-up sessions?

Were you on duty :

Too many sessions

Just the right number

Not enough sessions

9 1



GLOSSARY
AGGRESSION : A forceful attack using physical

strength, verbal abuse or confrontative body
language and attitude .

ASSERTION :

	

Expressing needs, concerns, ideas, beliefs in a way that shows
respect for the other person .

BRAINSTORM:

	

To quickly express and write ideas down without censoring or
analysing the

	

appropriateness of the idea .

COMMUNICATE:

	

To express needs, concerns, thoughts, and feelings in a
clearly understood manner .

CONFLICT:

	

A disagreement where different opinions, and interpretations
cause opposition.

CONFRONTATION:

	

Direct opposition to another point of view, opinion or
interpretation .

DISCRIMINATION:

	

To respond to others unfairly, based on prejudice,
generally because of gender, race or religion .

DISPUTANT:

	

Person engaged in a conflict with another.

EMOTION: A feeling: love, anger, sadness, fear, resentment, guilt, regret etc .

EMPATHY: To have a clear understanding of the feelings, needs, concerns, thoughts
and wants of another.

GROUND RULE : An established rule agreed on by disputants in a mediation.

MEDIATE: To facilitate the problem-solving negotiations of two or more
disputants

	

in aneutral manner.

NEGOTIATE:

	

To discuss a disagreement with one or more people with the
intention of

	

finding a mutual agreement.
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